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New Terminology 
 AACR2 (card catalog terminology)              RDA (E-R database and metadata terminology) 

 rules                                                                    instructions 

 heading                                                              access point 

 author, composer, artist, etc.                         creator 

 main entry                                                          preferred title + authorized access point for creator 

 added entry                                                       access point 

 physical description                                         carrier description 

 general material designator                           content type/media type/carrier type 

 chief source                                                       preferred sources    

                                                                                



New Terminology (continued) 
 AACR2                                                                         RDA 

 chief source of information                                     preferred source of information 

 uniform title                                                               preferred title 

 authorized heading                                                   authorized access point 

 see reference                                                             variant access point 

 editors                                                                         contributors 

 multi-volume set                                                       multipart monograph 

 first level of description  (1.0D1)                            core elements (1.3)                                     



Navigating within AACR2 
 AACR2 0.24: It is a cardinal principle of the use of part I that the description of a physical item 
should be based in the first instance on the chapter dealing with the class of materials to which 
that item belongs. 

ISBD provided framework 

Individual chapter organized by ISBD area 

Part II: Headings, Uniform Titles 

Part II: References (Authority Control) 



Navigating within RDA 
 Is the element I need an attribute that is used to describe an entity? (RDA Sections 1-4) 

 Do I need instructions for recording a relationships to or between entities? (RDA Sections 5-10 
and relationship designators in Appendices I-K) 

 Is the entity from Group 1, Group 2, or Group 3? 

 Workflows in RDA Toolkit provide step-by-step instructions for performing an aspect of 
cataloging or creating a complete bibliographic record 

 MARC Format order: RDA is organized around attributes, relationships and user tasks, which 
causes data encoded in adjacent MARC fields to be in different places.  Familiarity with FRBR and 
FRAD is important in locating appropriate instructions.  Cataloger needs to look for the MARC 
elements in terms of FRBR and FRAD elements.  The elements of the description are directly 
related to the user tasks they support. 

  



Choice of Preferred Source of Information 
 Mode of issuance:                              +          Format (printed volume. Motion picture, etc.) 
      Single unit                           BLvl a 
      Multipart monograph       BLvl a 
      Serial                                    BLvl s 
      Integrating resource          BLvl i 
 Examples:  
 Printed volume (RDA 2.1.2.2) preferred source is the title page. If the resource lacks a title page 
use the first of the following source that bears a title: cover, caption, masthead, colophon 

  
 Moving images (RDA 2.2.2.3): preferred source is the title frame or frames or the title screen or 
screens.  If the resource does not contain a title frame or a title screen, use either a label 
bearing a title that is permanently printed on or affixed to the resource or embedded metadata 
in textual form that contains a title. 

  
                                                        



Section 1: Recording Attributes of Manifestation & Item 

 
 Transcribe or Record 

  Transcribe: Principle of Representation:  

 “Take what you see and accept what you get” 

  Exception to transcription: capitalization and punctuation  

   Record: give data about a resource, but not directly transcribed 

   (RDA 1.7)                           

  Cataloger’s judgment is what is useful for the identification of or 

   access to the resource. 

 



Section 1: Production Statement, Publication Statement, 
Distribution Statement, Manufacture Statement, Copyright 
Date (RDA 2.7-2.11) 

 AACR2: Publication, Distribution, etc. Area   

 MARC field 260 with separate subfields for  information on manufacture 

 RDA 

 Production Statement   264 #0 ≠a Place of Production ≠b Producer’s Name ≠c Date of Production 

 Publication Statement   264 #1 ≠a Place of Publication ≠b Publisher’s Name ≠c Date  

 Distribution Statement  264 #2 ≠a Place of Distribution ≠b Distributor’s Name ≠c Date 

 Manufacture Statement264 #3 ≠a Place of Manufacture ≠b Manufacturer’s Name ≠c Date 

 Copyright Date                  264 #4                                                                             ≠c Copyright Date 



Examples: RDA 2.7-2.11 
      264 #1    New York : ≠b G. Schirmer, ≠c [2012] 
      264 #4    ≠c ©2011 
  
      264 #1     New York, NY : ≠b Hendon Music : ≠b Boosey & Hawkes, ≠c [2012] 
      264 #2     Milwaukee, WI : ≠b Distributed by Hal Leonard Corporation. 
      264 #4      ≠c ©1995. 
  
      264 #0     [Place of production not identified] : ≠b Blakeway Productions, ≠c [2013] 
  
      264 #1     [Place of publication not identified] : ≠b [publisher’s name not identified], 
                       ≠c [date of publication not identified] 
      264 #3    London : ≠b Abbey Road Studios, ≠c 1969 



Section 1, Chapter 3: Describing Carriers 
 RDA 3.2 Media Type: use controlled vocabulary (e.g., audio, computer, microform, microscopic, 
projected, unmediated, video).  Media type is a manifestation-level attribute of the carrier. 

 Example:  337 ## ≠a unmediated ≠2 rdamedia 

 RDA 3.3 Carrier Type: use list of carrier terms (e.g., audiocassette, computer disc, film reel, volume). 
Carrier type is a manifestation-level attribute. 

 Example: 336 ## 338 ≠a volume ≠2 rdacarrier 

 MARC field 336, content type (core element) is an expression-level attribute and is therefore covered 
in Chapter 6: Identifying Works and Expressions.  RDA uses a list of terms for content type(e.g., 
cartographic image, computer program, notated music, performed music, text).  The content 
matching the above examples is expressed through text:  

 336 ## ≠a text ≠2 rdacontent 

   



Extent of Text: LC-PCC PS for 3.4.5 
 Single volume with unnumbered pages, leaves or columns (LC-PCC PS for 
3.4.5.3) 

 Resources consisting entirely of unnumbered pages, etc. 

 LC Practice: For LC original cataloging, usually follow method c) 

Example: 300##    ≠a 1volume (unpaged)     

 Resources consisting of both numbered and unnumbered sequences 

 LC Practice:  For LC original cataloging, usually follow method c) if it is necessary to record the 
unnumbered sequence(s)  

 Example: 300##    ≠a 27 pages, unnumbered sequence of leaves 

  



Extent of Text LC-PCC PS for 3.4.5 (continued) 
 

 Complicated or Irregular Paging, Etc. 

  LC Practice: For original cataloging, usually follow method c) 

  Example: 300##    ≠a 1 volume (various pagings)  

 Dimensions LC-PCC PS for 3.5 
 CORE ELEMENT FOR LC 

 Dimensions is a core element for resources other than serials and online electronic resources 

 Alternative 
 LC Practice for Alternative: Apply the alternative. OR Do not apply the alternative. OR (for example) 
Record the playing speed of an analog tape in inches per second. 

  



Section 2: Recording Attributes of Work & Expression 
Uniform Titles vs. Preferred Titles 

 AACR2:           Homer. Iliad  

                         Homer. Iliad. English 

 RDA:               Homer. Iliad (Pope)  

                            (for the translation/expression by Alexander Pope) 

                         Homer. Iliad (Lattimore)  

                            (for the translation/expression by Richmond Lattimore) 

               

 



6.2.2.10 Recording the Preferred Title for a Compilation of 
Works 

 AACR1, AACR2 (uniform title), RDA (preferred title): Works for a compilation of complete works 
or purports to be the complete works, or complete at the time of publication 

 Complete works in a single form: AACR1, AACR2 and RDA use conventional collective titles  
(e.g., Correspondence, Essays, Plays, Poems, etc.) 

 AACR2: Item consists of three or more works of one person in various forms: Selections            
Item consists of three or more works of one person in a particular form: Plays. Selections, 
Poems. Selections, etc. 

 RDA: two or more but not all the works of one person, family, or corporate body in a particular 
form or in various  forms record the preferred title for each of the works in the compilation 

 RDA Alternative: Instead of (or in addition to) recording the preferred title for each of the works 
record a conventional collective title followed by Selections (e.g., Works. Selections, Plays. 
Selections, Poems. Selections)   



Section 3, Recording Attributes of Person, Family, & 
Corporate Body: Chapter 9, Identifying Persons 
RDA follows Western tradition of surname recorded as the first element followed by a comma 

Family relationships, such as “Jr.,” “III,” etc. are considered part of the preferred name if the 
person uses the term or is known by the term (recorded in ≠c of field 100) 

LC-PCC PS stipulates “active” instead of “flourished” (AACR2 used “fl.”) 

Profession or occupation element is core under two circumstances: 
          1. If the name consists of a phrase or appellation not conveying the idea of a person (e.g., 
               Ice Cube (Musician), India (Musician). 
          2. If needed to distinguish one person from another with the same name  
              (e.g., Anderson, Robert (Musician). 



RDA 9.19.1 Authorized Access Points for a Person 
 Constructed with three parts: 

1. The preferred name 

2. Required additions (in this order): 

               a. Title of royalty or title of nobility 

               b. The term “Saint” (unless access point is for a pope, emperor, empress, king or queen) 

               c. Title of religious rank (for persons without a surname) 

               d. The term “Spirit” 
3. Profession or occupation or field of activity (if the name does not convey the idea of a 
        person) 

 



Examples of Authorized Access Points for Persons 
 100 1#   ≠a King, Martin Luther, ≠c Jr., ≠d 1929-1968. 

 100 1#   ≠a Charles, ≠c Prince of Wales, ≠d 1948- 

 100 1#   ≠a Doyle, Arthur Conan, ≠d 1859-1930 ≠c (Spirit) 

 100 1#   ≠a Rivas, Manuel, Antonio, de, ≠d active 18th century. 

 100 1#    ≠a Keil, Ernst, ≠d active 1918. 

 100 1#   ≠a Xie, He, ≠d active 479-501. 

 100 0#   ≠a Alchesay, ≠c Apache Chief, ≠d approximately 1853-1928. 

 100 0#   ≠a Peter, ≠c Saint, ≠d -304. 

 PCC Task Group on AACR2 and RDA Acceptable Heading Categories concluded that 95.1% of AACR2 
authority records with MARC21 1XX fields can be used in RDA environment without further 
modification. 



Section 3, Recording Attributes of Person, Family, & 
Corporate Body: Chapter 10, Identifying Families 

 Family as an entity is a new concept.  LC has requested that RDA family names NOT be used in 600 subject fields. 
The following cataloger’s note will be found in the NAF: 

 667    SUBJECT USAGE: This heading is not valid for use as a subject; use a family name heading from LCSH. 

 Core elements 

 Name of family 

 Other identifying attributes (“Family,” “Clan,” “” Royal House”) 

 Core if 

 Place associated with the family if needed to distinguish from a family with same name) (where they live or 
ancestral home) 

 Example 

 100 3 ≠a Doyle (Clan: ≠d 8th century- : ≠c Ireland)) 

 670 ≠a The Doyle Clan home page…originated during the 8th century Viking invasions of Ireland. 

  



Section 3, Recording Attributes of Person, Family, & 
Corporate Body: Chapter 11, Identifying Corporate 
Bodies 
 

 AACR2:         ExxonMobil Chemical (Firm) 

                                   Search also under the earlier name  

                                    Exxon Chemical Company 

 

 RDA:               ExxonMobil Chemical (Firm) 

                                     Search also under Predecessor: 

                                     Exxon Chemical Company 



Chapter 11: Attributes of Corporate 
Bodies 

                                                   MARC Coding 

  

 AACR2:              110  2   ≠a  ExxonMobil Chemical (Firm) 

                            510  2   ≠w a ≠a Exxon Chemical Company 

  

 RDA                  110  2    ≠a   ExxonMobil Chemical (Firm) 

                            510  2   ≠w r ≠i Predecessor: Exxon Chemical Company 

 



Chapter 11: Corporate Bodies 
 AACR2: 

 110 1#    ≠a South Dakota. ≠Dept. of  Public Safety 

 RDA: 

 110 1#    ≠a South Dakota. ≠b Department of Public Safety 

  AACR2: 

 110 1#    ≠a Ohio. ≠b Dept. of Aging 

 RDA: 

 110 1#    ≠a Ohio. ≠b Department of Aging 

  



Section 6: Relationships to Persons, Families, Corporate 
Bodies Associated with a Resource 

 Work: authors, film directors, producers, issuing body, compilers, composers, etc. 

   Expression: editors, translators, illustrators, performers, actors, interviewees, etc. 

  Manifestation: publishers, distributors, manufacturers, printers, engravers, etc. 

  Item: current owner, former owner, binder, inscriber, curator, annotators, etc. 



Section 6: Recording Relationships to Persons, Families, 
& Corporate Bodies Associated with a Resource 

 Cutter’s objects are also governed by relationships. 

 Enable user to find a book of which either the author, title or subject is known: the catalog must 
show relationship between a resource and a creator or a resource and a title or a resource and 
a subject 

 Show the user what the library has by a given author, or on a given subject, or in a given kind of 
literature: the catalog must show the relationship between resources represented in the 
catalog and a person, or a topic, or a literary genre 

 Assist in the choice of a book as to its edition or as to its character: the catalog must show 
relationships between manifestations or expressions of a given work 

  



Section 6: Recording Relationships to Persons, Families, 
& Corporate Bodies Associated with a Resource 

 Core Elements (core relationships): 

 1. The relationship of the work to its creator:  More than one person, corporate body or family:  
only principal responsibility is deemed core. If no principal responsibility is indicated: first 
named is core. 

 There is no requirement to record all non-core creators. 

 There is no need to justify an added access point not named in a statement of responsibility or a 
note as with 21.29F in AACR2.  

 Added access points can be recorded even if the statement of responsibility is abbreviated (e.g., 
“John Smith [and four others]”. 

  



Recording Relationships to Persons, Families and 
Corporate Bodies Associated with a Resource 

 2. “Core if”: If a person, family, or corporate body associated with a work, but not the creator of 
that work is used to construct the authorized access point for the work.   

 This is rare; one example is a defendant in a trial 

 Authorized access point for the work=authorized access point for the defendant + preferred title 
of the work. 

 100 1    Anthony, Susan B. $q (Susan Brownell), $d 1820-1906. $e defendant. 

 245 13  An account of the proceedings on the trial of Susan B. Anthony on the charge of illegal 
voting at the presidential election in Nov. 1872. 

  

  

  



Section 6: Creators: Fictitious Characters 
 Principle of Attribution (RDA 0.4.3.6): The data recording relationships between a resource and a 
person, family, or corporate body associated with that resource should reflect attributions of 
responsibility made either in the resource itself or in reference sources, irrespective of whether 
the attribution of responsibility is accurate. 

 Example: 

 Dr. Snoopy’s advice to pet owners / by Dr. Snoopy ; illustrations by Charles M. Schulz. 

 100 1#    ≠a Snoopy, ≠Dr., ≠e author. 

 700 1#   ≠a Schulz, Charles M. ≠q (Charles Monroe), ≠d 1922-2000, ≠e illustrator. 



Contributor Relationships 
 RDA 20.2.1.1 Scope 

 A contributor is a person, family, or corporate body contributing to the realization of a work through 
an expression. Contributors include editors, translators, arrangers of music, performers, etc.  

 For expressions consisting of a primary work accompanied by illustrations, illustrators are considered 
to be contributors. 

 LCPS: The first illustrator of a resource intended for children is a core relationship.  If more than one, 
use cataloger’s judgment to give more than the first 

 Example: 

        100  1#   Wood, Audrey 

        245  14   The napping house / Audrey Wood ; illustrated by Don Wood 

        700   1#   Wood, Don, ≠e illustrator 

                          



Section 6: Fictitious and Nonhuman Entities 
 Person (RDA 8.1.2): an individual or an identity established by an individual (either alone or in 
collaboration with one or more other individuals) 

   Abbreviated Authority record: 
 100 0#   Keiko, ≠d approximately 1976-2003 
 368        ≠c Killer whale ≠2 lcsh 
 374         ≠c Actors  ≠2 lcsh 
 670         Free Willy, 1993: ≠b credits (Keiko as Willy) 
  
 Abbreviated Bibliographic Record 
 130 0#   Free Willy (Motion Picture) 
 245 10   Free Willy / ≠c Warner Bros. in association with Le Studio Canal+, Regency Enterprises  
                 and Alcor Films. 
 700 0#    Keiko, ≠d approximately 1976-2003, ≠e actor.                       



Section 6: Recording Relationships to Persons, Families, 
& Corporate Bodies Associated with a Resource 

 Summary of RDA Instructions and LC Practice 

 Works 

  First creator in 1XX, others in 7XX 

 ≠e optional 

 Expressions 

 First contributor in 7XX field 

 ≠e required for illustrator of a resource intended for children 

 Manifestations and Items 

 Use cataloger’s judgment 

   



Section 8: Recording Relationships between Works, 
Expressions, Manifestations, & Items 
 

 Relationship designators describing relationships between works and other works and between 
expressions and other expressions are new in RDA 

 Appendix J contains designators used with works, expressions, manifestations, items 

 Relationship designators precede the authorized access point in the field 

 Example 

 100 1  Britten, Benjamin, ≠d 1913-1976. ≠e composer.                                                                         
245 10 War Requiem   

 700 1 ≠i  Basis for libretto: ≠a Owen, Wilfred, ≠d 1893-1918. ≠t Poems. ≠Selections 

  



Section 8: Recording Relationships between Works, 
Expressions, Manifestations, & Items 

 Derivative work relationships: adaptation, parody, paraphrase, summary 

 700 1   ≠i Adaptation of (work): Dickens, Charles, ≠d 1812-1870. ≠t Great expectations. 

 Descriptive work relationship: criticism, evaluations, reviews  

 700 0   ≠i Commentary on (work): ≠a Homer. ≠t Odyssey. 

 Accompanying work relationships: concordance, index, supplement, cadenza 

 700 1    ≠i Index to (work): ≠a Joyce, James, ≠d 1882-1941. ≠t Ulysses. 

 Sequential work relationships: sequel to (reciprocal relationship: sequel), prequel, continued by 

 730 0    ≠i Prequel to: ≠t Exorcist (Motion picture)   [Paul Schrader’s Dominion: a prequel to The 
exorcist] 

   



Section 8, Chapter 26: Related Expressions  
 Same categories as with works; recorded the same way as work relationships 

 Derivative expression relationships: translations, revisions, musical arrangements 

 700 1    ≠i Translation of: ≠a Brown, Dan, ≠d 1964-  ≠t Digital fortress. 

 Or: an unstructured description in a 500 note: 

 500       Translation of the author’s novel Digital fortress. 

 Descriptive relationship expression: relationship between a specific expression and another that 
describes it 

 700 1     ≠i Description of (expression): ≠a Homer. ≠t Iliad. ≠l English. ≠s (Pope) 

 Accompanying relationship expression:  

 730 0     ≠i Concordance to (expression): ≠a Bible. ≠l English. ≠s New Authorized. ≠f 1998 



Chapter 27: Related Manifestations 
 LC Core relationship: reproductions (reproductions, reprints, facsimiles, etc. when there is 
equivalent content between original and reproduction).  Revised editions are different 
expressions and do not represent reproductions. 

 LC policy is to give information about the original in a linking field: 

      775 field if the same carrier 

      776 field if the carrier is different 

 Example of a preservation microfilm reproduction of a book: 
 776 0#     ≠i Reproduction of (manifestation): ≠a Ringwalt, J. Luther (John Luther) ≠t Anecdotes   
                   of General Ulysses S. Grant ≠d Philadelphia : J.B. Lippencott Company, 1886 ≠h 118  
                   pages ; 18 cm. ≠n Call number of the original: E672.R58 ≠w (DLC) 10032685 



Section 9: Recording Relationships between Persons, 
Families, & Corporate Bodies 

 Relationships between Group 2 entities are recorded in authority records. 

Related persons (Chapter 30) 

Related families (Chapter 31)  

Related corporate bodies (Chapter 32) 

LC core relationships: 

Different identities for persons 

Immediately preceding or succeeding corporate bodies 

 



Thank you! 
daniel.kinney@stonybrook.edu 


